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IT In A 
Disruptive Era
Your Business Must Change

Digital disruption is affecting every 
industry across the globe, and 
financial institutions are not exempt. 



Ideas Lead The 
Market
The World Has Changed

Ideas First
In today's age, ideas lead the way and the 
companies that win are the ones able to keep 
up with innovation. 

Agility and Scalability
Your ability to be flexible and implement new 
products with speed are essential. You must 
have the right systems in place to scale. 



Your clients can't wait 6 months for new 
features, with DevOps, development 
lifecycles are dramatically decreased.

Faster Delivery Velocity

With DevOps, application in production is 
much more stable, downtime is reduced 
by more than 5x, time to recovery by more 
than 96x.

Stability and Resilience

Security flaws, bugs and errors can all be 
patched up quickly using DevOps 
practices, securing updates and systems.

Risk Reduction

DevOps ensures you have the systems 
required to scale, build long lasting trust 
between your teams, improve 
communication, collaboration, innovation 
and enable growth,

Encourage Growth

Key Benefits



The digital age requires constant 

innovation to keep up with consumer 

needs. This doesn't have to be 

difficult, with DevOps, development 

lifecycles are dramatically shortened, 

giving you the opportunity to innovate 

at the pace your customers need. 



Flexible Architecture
Microservices, cloud, coding standards, 

reference architecture

Automation
Automated everything, infrastructure  as 

code, telemetry and self-healing

Built in Quality
TDD, test automation, design review, shift 

left in testing, security

Agile Delivery
Lean and agile frameworks at scale with

several squads and the right strategy

Key DevOps Elements



AUTOMATION
Full automation of delivery, 

infrastructure and operations 
procedures, test automation, security 

shift left

INTELLIGENT OPERATIONS
Responsive operations based on technical 
and functional monitoring

CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
Scalability, cost efficiency and reduced
operational burden

FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURES
Decoupled evolution and innovation of 
software products

AGILE DELIVERY
Do the right thing and activate business 
value as soon as possible

DEVOPS
ELEMENTS

Microservices and serverless
Cloud platforms and services

Event driven patterns

Enterprise Scaled Agile frameworks
Lean processes

Value/product driven organization
Innovation and experimentation

Site Reliability Engineering
Semantic Monitoring
Observability: logging; tracing; metrics 
and APM
Analytics and AI Ops

FaaS, CaaS, PaaS, IaaS
Cloud migration
Cloud adoption
Security
Economics / FInOps



Agile 
Delivery

It's essential in today's economy to ensure your development and delivery 

investments are meeting your customers evolving needs. The Agile Delivery 

component of DevOps ensures agile teams are given the tools required to deliver 

projects at greater speed with high quality and inline with client needs.

One way we encourage delivery agility is by leveraging user stories. Rather than a 

business requirements document written by a business analyst, reviewed by several 

people and then signed off for development, a user story is a brief description of what 

feature a client wants, how the system must behave and why. This “just enough” 

approach provides a very simple way to describe smaller pieces of functionality that 

will add value. Over time the user stories will turn into a substantial system. Lean 

principles, experimentation with fast feedback and innovation support activate 

business value as soon as possible.



Flexible 
Architectures

Developing code that has its inputs and outputs 

appropriately defined from the business domains 

and contexts means that code can be changed 

without system wide (defined broadly) testing or 

major interaction with multiple parties. This ensures 

changes are far easier and cheaper to do and lend 

themselves better to home-working environments.

As a part of flexible architectures, microservices, 

serverless systems, event driven patterns, cloud 

infrastructure, and built in quality code tackle the 

age-old problem of needing to update entire 

systems to make changes. A decoupled 

architecture enables you to bring your clients what 

they want, when they want it, and gives 

development teams the satisfaction of seeing their 

work released that week, rather than 6 months later.



Automation

By working on business requests 

in short cycles, rather than long 

builds, developers are able to 

build, test and deliver software to 

the customer with improved 

speed and frequency, giving your 

clients what they want, when they 

want it. This includes new 

features, changes, improvements, 

configuration, integration work 

and innovation from your teams. 

Automation boosts both speed 

and quality for delivery as well as 

approaches for recovering from 

failures or scaling when needed.



Cloud
Infrastructure
Scalability and operations agility are 

supported by cloud strategy. Defining 

the best strategy for cloud adoption is 

essential to achieving a strong ROI and to 

provide the ability to scale your business 

and create environments that can 

support changes and automation in a 

cost-effective way.



Intelligent 
Operations

Enabling measurement and monitoring 
of your operational enviroments is 
essential to ensuring the level of 

availability needed and the capacity to 
organize for best usage of resources. 

Business processes and systems usage
monitoring feedbacks hypothesis and

innovation. Site Reliability Engineering, AI 
Ops and Analytics can support you on 

this path.



Our DevOps 
Vision
We see DevOps as a 
fundamental enabler to digital
and agile financial markets 
which intends to reach the next 
level. It ’s vital to understand that 
there is no end-state, DevOps is 
a continuous change in business 
processes that builds an agile 
and flexible financial institution. 

Strategy

Governance

Team Delivery



Implementation Roadmap

CPQi will use its DevOps 
Capability Maturity Model 
and Industry best 
practices to assess your 
state of DevOps and 
define your own 
implementation strategy. 

Inception
Refining strategy and 
implementing minimal 
organizational 
strategy, structure, 
culture and platforms 
required to rollout 
DevOps to your teams.

Enablement
Detailed delivery 
assessment and 
improvement planning, 
running Dojo´s to coach 
and improve teams 
execution and keep the 
continuous improvement.

Rollout

Inception Enablement Rollout
Dojo 

Cycles

Incremental Ongoing

Dojo
Cycles



“Practice the philosophy of 
continuous improvement. 
Get a little bit better every 
single day.”
- Brian Tracy



Who We Are

Matt Midson
USA Country Director

Mauro Mambretti
Argentina Country 

Director

Cesar Cotait
Brazil Country Director



Our Team
E x p e r i e n c e d  i n  B a n k i n g  &  T e c h n o l o g y

Everyone at CPQi undergoes extensive training in both banking and

technology, so your team will always understand and value the

importance of what they're working on.

C P Q i U n i v e r s i t y
CPQi University trains our team in CPQi specific DevOps and Digital

Transformation practices, making our team experts in our custom

designed delivery methods. Our CPQi Professional Certifications

ensures DevOps methods, technology and financial markets expertise

S p l i t - S i t e  O f f i c e s
Split-site offices ensure we can build cost-effective high-level

programming without sacrificing budget or resource constraints .With

offices across the Americas, you’ll always have a team that works on

your time zone.



Same 
Timezone
An essential, yet often 
overlooked component of 
DevOps

To practice and build DevOps 
environments, teams must be working 
at the same time. As a leading 
provider of digital transformation and 
managed services for financial 
markets across the Americas, we 
always provide best resources in the 
same timezone as our clients. 



From cloud migration, to 
omnichannel banking and AI 

powered predictive technology, 
we enhance and improve 

financial institutions with digital 
transformation.

Digital Transformation

Our Services
What do we do?

Limited resources don’t need to 
hold you back, leveraging our 
managed services model can 

help you get ahead of the 
increased demand on your 

team.

Managed Services

For over 14 years we've been 
helping financial institutions 

navigate regulatory reform. We 
don't just consult, we actually 
do the work for you, keeping 

you compliant and safe.

Regulatory Reform



Case Studies
From creating a digital only bank from scratch, 

to building DevOps and Cloud architectures 

into Findur and Calypso implementations, 

head to our Case Studies page to read some 

of our client stories. Click the link to the left.

https://cpqi.com/case-studies


Schedule a 
DevOps Meeting
Contact us

Paul Morris 

+1 416 230 0025

pmorris@cpqi.com

mmidson@cpqi.com
Matt Midson

+1 917 515 1187

Cesar Cotait

+55 11 3512-2500

ccotait@cpqi.com

Mauro Mambretti

+ 54 11 5237.1287
mmambretti@cpqi.com

Canada Sales Manager

USA Country Director

Brazil Country Director

Latam Country Director


